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xray includes a comprehensive suite of features to help you get the most out of your testing. automated
testing will help you find more bugs, faster. learn more about xray and its features below. or, you can get in
touch with us and see what xray can do for your team. the bosch diesel test and service kits are used to test,
calibrate and maintain common rail, turbo charged and supercharged internal combustion engines. the
bosch diesel test and service kits provide additional functions to those found in the bosch eps 708 and eps
815 diesel test benches. the bosch diesel test and service kits include a charging system for the test rig,
additional test modules and equipment, and a menu of test parameters. the test data of the test bench are
stored in a flash memory that is readable with a pc or a smartphone. the bosch diesel test and service kits
are part of the test bench and provide all the functions necessary for a precise diesel engine test and
service. the bosch diesel test and service kits are modular and can be adapted to meet specific
requirements. the bosch eps 708 and eps 815 diesel test benches are ideal for the measurement of injection
quantities and injection pressure, engine speed and emission detection. the bosch eps 815 diesel test bench
also includes a filter change function for common rail and common rail positive pressure. this filter change
function allows a filter change without the need to remove the test bench from the engine. the bosch eps
708 and eps 815 diesel test benches also have an electronic regulation module which operates the auxiliary
and control circuitry of the test bench. the bosch eps 708 and eps 815 diesel test benches include a four-
cylinder supercharged diesel engine. the test data of the bosch eps 708 and eps 815 diesel test benches are
stored in a flash memory that is readable with a pc or a smartphone.
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work with this application to build dashboards that help you monitor your fleets. create custom dashboards
and use them to keep an eye on your investments. the data is loaded into the dashboards via a restful api.

this application is developed in a modular architecture, which enables you to customize the application
according to your needs and requirements. this application can be used to query the diagnostic data of
bosch machines. it allows you to visualize the data from bosch crankshaft position sensor, ecu, mis and

many more. it has a graphical user interface (gui) which is self-explanatory to use, and a low learning curve.
it is also highly customizable and extendable. the application will help you to track your vehicles and their

condition during your warranty. once you create a vehicle and it's service plan, you can schedule the service
and collect data. this application will help you to manage your fleet and save cost. it will also help you to

manage your warranty. the application has an advanced ui and is very easy to use. it allows you to collect all
required data from your vehicle and easily calculate any critical parameter. it also comes with a lot of useful
features like driver alert, dashboard, engine data collector, etc. it is an easily usable application that allows
you to collect the data needed to troubleshoot the engine. it allows you to analyse the data and share the
same with your colleagues. the application offers a clear and organised interface. the test head is provided
with various electrical ports and connectors, which are all fitted and connected together using screws and
bolts. the exterior of the test head is made of cast iron, and the interior is made of magnesium alloy. the

shape of the test head is a cube that is usually 1.2m in length, 0.6m in width and 0.6m in height. on the top
of the test head are four electrical sockets and two air valves. 5ec8ef588b
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